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A
thousand new domestic routes and 100 new 
airports in the next five years: That’s the 
near-term goal powering India’s flight to the 
Number 3 spot in the world’s aviation mar-
ket at Round 4 of the UDAN Regional Con-

nectivity Scheme (RCS), which is set to become the 
global benchmark for making affordable flying acces-
sible to teeming millions. 

With 688 new routes already having been awarded 
– of which 232 have been operationalised so far – 
across 106 airports and 31 heliports since the launch 
of the scheme in 2017, UDAN (Udega Desh Ka Aam 
Nagrik) appears to be reached a take-off stage. 

Round 4 for opening up a new tranche of routes 

was launched on December 3, 2019. The focus is on 
increasing air connectivity to the North-Eastern states, 
the hill states, the Union Territories of Jammu and 
Kashmir and Ladakh and the Island Territories of 
Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadweep. Bids for these 
routes have been invited. 

The highlight of Round 4 is the increase in the Via-
bility Gap Funding (VGF) or subsidy cap for Category 
2/3 aircraft of more than 20 seats operating on RCS 
routes in these priority areas. 

Under the programme, airlines have to cap fares 
for 50 per cent of the seats to `2,500 per flight hour. 
The loss due to the price cap is compensated by the 
VGF, which is a grant to the airlines to bridge the gap 
between the cost of operations and revenue. 

A key feature of UDAN is that it is not funded 
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through the Government budget. Funds for this programme, including the 
VGF subsidy, are generated within the sector through a cess imposed on large 
aircraft operating on trunk routes with high profitability. 

The VGF cap applicable for various stage lengths for operation through 
Category 1 / 1 A aircraft (under-20 seaters) has also been revised to further 
incentivize the operation of small aircraft under the Scheme. 

VGF for Category 2/3 aircraft (more than 20 seats) would be restricted 
to routes with stage length of up to 600 km in order to promote short-haul 
routes. 

Under a well defined Prioritisation framework, airports already devel-
oped by the Airports Authority of India (AAI) would be given higher priority 
for award of VGF under the Scheme, followed by non-AII airports but located 
in priority area. 

Another key feature introduced at the Round 4 Stage 
is the allowance of flexibility to the airline to change fre-
quency of flight operations. The Selected Airline Opera-
tor (SAO) would be allowed to change the frequency of 
flight operation on a given route, provided it conforms to 
the numbers submitted in the Technical Proposal of its 
bid within a period of one year. 

Operation of helicopters and sea planes under NSOP 
license is also allowed in Round 4. 

“AAI would focus on developing no-frills airport in 
the future and routes connecting such airports would 
be prioritized for award of VGF. The market would be 
incentivized to develop short haul routes only, provid-
ing connectivity to nearby airports,” the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation (MoCA) stated, while declaring is intention to 
“operationalise 1,000 routes and more than 100 airports in the next five 
years” in priority areas which are so far either un-served or underserved in 
air connectivity. 

“In the last three years MoCA has successfully completed three rounds 
of bidding under the Scheme and awarded about 700 routes. Efforts are 
made to develop the airports and operationalise the pending routes. Many 
of these routes will be operationalised during the winter schedule 2019,” 
the MoCA added. 

Regions like the North-Eastern states are major beneficiaries of this pro-
gramme, with 40 RCS routes having been awarded so far. 

“In less than three years of implementation, UDAN has opened up 44 
regional airports and transformed the way common people travel,” notes 
Usha Padhee, Joint Secretary Civil Aviation, in a recent write-up. The objec-
tive is to promote balanced regional growth and make flying affordable for 
masses, she states. 

RCS is special because it does not depend upon Budgetary support from 
the Government, and is, instead using funds raised creatively from within the 
sector and leveraging existing national assets which are lying either unused 
or under-utilised. 

“As land is of very high value, the existing airstrips are like gold mines 
waiting to be explored. These airstrips, which may 
belong to state governments, PSUs, defence, private 
entities, all have been brought under the ambit of the 
scheme. Upgradation of these airstrips depends on the 
commitments from the airlines through the bidding pro-
cess, so that the investment will not become infructu-
ous,” states Padhee on the approach to the programme. 

UDAN also provides a freight connectivity template 
to accommodate the Krishi Udaan proposal announced 
recently in the Union Budget for the airlift of select agri-
cultural produce. 

“This convergence between regional air connectivity 
scheme and agriculture marketing has been envisaged 
to improve value realisation of niche products especially 
in North-East and tribal districts.

“A vertical of freighter connectivity under UDAN will 
become meaningful when there is an integrated supply chain management 
ensured by the concerned agencies in an eco-system where the role of each 
agency is defined,” Joint Secretary Padhee observes. 

India’s air passenger traffic stands at 345 million today. With penetration 
levels currently as low as 7 to 8 per cent, Civil Aviation Minister Hardeep Puri 
envisages UDAN driving up growth rates in to as high as 25 per cent in the 
not too distant future. The humble scheme to make flying accessible to the 
common man has lifted India to the cusp of a civil aviation revolution. •

THE HIGHlIGHT of RounD 
4 IS THE InCREASE In THE 
vIABIlITY GAP funDInG 
(vGf) oR SuBSIDY CAP 

foR CATEGoRY 2/3 
AIRCRAfT of MoRE THAn 
20 SEATS oPERATInG on 

RCS RouTES In THESE 
PRIoRITY AREAS. 
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Pratt & Whitney’s CSR Activities In India

By SP’S CoRReSPondenT

p
ratt & Whitney has announced a recorded 
10,000 student days of training at its Cus-
tomer Training Centre in Hyderabad, India. 
Launched in 2015, the centre in Hyderabad 
is one of the three Pratt & Whitney training 

centres operating globally which offer specialised 
DGCA and EASA Part 147 approved trainings. The 
centre offers advanced training for airline custom-
ers, MRO operators, as well as industry and universi-
ty skill development programmes, to spur the growth 
of the aviation sector in India. Several leading aero-
space organisations have extended their support to 
the skill development initiatives undertaken by Pratt 
& Whitney and will consider offering career oppor-
tunities to students trained by the company.

“In line with the Government of India’s ‘Skill 
India’ and ‘Make in India’ programmes, we have 
strategically invested in a world-class customer 
training centre in Hyderabad,” said Ashmita 
Sethi, Pratt & Whitney Managing Director, India. 
“Through our centre here, we have been nurtur-
ing and developing talent in the aerospace sector 
since 2015. Our training centre underscores Pratt 
& Whitney’s long-term vision and commitment of 
developing a robust skill development base in the 

country to support the growth of the aerospace 
ecosystem in India.”

“The milestone of 10,000 student days of train-
ing at the Customer Training Centre in Hyderabad 
further testifies Pratt & Whitney’s commitment 
towards aviation skill development in the country 
thereby helping create a pool of industry-ready 
talent to fuel the growth of the aviation sector in 
India,” said Amit Pathak, General Manager, Pratt & 
Whitney Customer Training, India.

“Our vision is to create one of the country’s pre-
mier aerospace and aviation hubs in the state of 
Telangana. As the premier skill development agency 
of the state government, we look forward to working 
with corporates such as Pratt & Whitney in develop-
ing an ecosystem of skill development programmes 
that will propel Telangana to leadership in aero-
space and aviation,” said Srikant Sinha, CEO Telan-
gana Academy of Skills & Knowledge. 

Accentuating its contribution to the Govern-
ment’s “Skill India” initiative, Pratt & Whitney India 
has partnered with leading state and private univer-
sities across more than five states in India and has 
successfully conducted specialised aviation training 
programs for the benefit of faculty and students. The 
centre has successfully delivered its programmes 
for students and faculty from states including Telan-

gana, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Gujarat and Hary-
ana apart from providing training for over 30 airline 
operators representing 20 nationalities. 

Additionally, the company has signed a Memo-
randum of Understanding with leading global uni-
versities to provide aerospace and aviation skill 
development programs in the country. These part-
nerships are aimed at facilitating the growth of an 
aviation ecosystem in the country through develop-
ment of an industry ready talent pool in support of 
the massive growth in the aviation sector in India.

The training programmes conducted at the Cus-
tomer Training Centre in Hyderabad range from 
short two-day seminars to more focused six-week 
intensive courses. While the short course is offered 
on campus, the six-week programme, which pres-
ents detailed theory and practical training, is offered 
at the training centre due to its intensive nature. 
Underlining the success of this initiative, many of 
these students graduating from these programmes 
are also successfully placed with leading global aero-
space engineering services majors such as Belcan 
India. Apart from university programmes, the centre 
also organises specialised trainings targeted towards 
Medium and Small Scale Enterprises (MSMEs) look-
ing to grow their business in the aerospace manu-
facturing sector. •

Pratt & Whitney Customer Training Centre in 
India registers 10,000 Student Days of training 
Facilitating the growth and development of an industry ready talent pool, this world-class training centre in 
Hyderabad underscores Pratt & Whitney’s long-term vision and commitment to India.

lAuNcHED IN 2015, HyDErAbAD IS oNE of tHE tHrEE prAtt & wHItNEy trAININg cENtrES opErAtINg globAlly 
wHIcH offEr SpEcIAlISED DgcA AND EASA pArt 147 ApprovED trAININgS.

By ASHmITA SeTHI

Aligned with our commitment of supporting the communities in which we 
operate, we support following corporate social responsibility (CSR) pro-
grams in India:
  Pratt & Whitney supports United Way India in improving lives by mobiliz-

ing the caring power of communities to build a stronger India. Present in 
seven cities, Bangalore, Baroda, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata and 
Mumbai, United Way India strives to leverage the talents and expertise of 
the community to craft solutions to India’s unique social problems and set 
the standard for results and accountability.

  Pratt & Whitney, the University of Connecticut (UConn) and Engineers 

Without Borders – India have collaborated to install 100 e-Learning cen-
tres where elementary-age children can have access to highquality elec-
tronic education courses with a STEM emphasis. The e-Learning Centres 
serve approximately 600 students each year. Each centre features a mod-
ern facility equipped with the tools and technologies needed to support 
both teachers and students.

  Girls Who Code leverages United Technologies Corporation’s support and 
Pratt & Whitney’s in-country resources to expand coding clubs in Banga-
lore, Delhi and Hyderabad. The program partners with schools and or-
phanages to set up free clubs and provide girls with the skills and tools 
necessary for success in engineering and technology fields, thereby en-
couraging the pursuit of careers in STEM. •
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Having outperformed most of its competitors in the very light jet sector, 
Honda’s aircraft company, HondaJet made its presence at the Wings India 
2020, Hyderabad. The HondaJet Elite flew down to Hyderabad after being 

at Singapore last month and was at display during show. “An upgraded ver-
sion of the HondaJet classic, Elite is a single-pilot six-seater (excluding the pilot) 
aircraft with a greater range, better runway performance, and improved sound 
proofing. Hence it is further, faster, quitter and higher,” said Simon Roads, Vice 
President of Sales, HondaJet while he spoke to SP’s ShowNews. 

Parked at the Begumpet Airport for the show, the beautiful blue and white Hon-
daJet Elite boasted of its efficient design. Roads explained how the design ensures 
that the aircraft is more comfortable and more cost efficient. “For us at Honda, 
keeping a tab of our carbon footprint is very important, and this aircraft is an exam-
ple of that. It has an efficient engine, a GE Honda engine as well as less turbulence 

and noise. Even its exhaust is placed well with an air-frame design,” he added. 
Roads also shared the experience of the company with Sustainable Alternative Jet  
Fuel and remarked how it is as good as the usual fuel but has better environ-
mental advantages.

Talking about the market in India, Roads informed that soon this year there 
will be announcements of India’s first Elite delivery. Not disclosing the names, 
he told that HondaJet have customers for ownership and also chartering. He 
also talked about the infrastructural challenges in India but remains hopeful 
of a change soon. “It might seem that there is a lot of flamboyance around this 
industry and such planes but it is about selling a lifestyle to the customers and 
explaining them the long run cost efficiency,” he said. •

—Ayushee Chaudhary

HondaJet Elite to Soon Have  
an Indian customer
The Indian infrastructure might right now not be very welcoming for the private flights but HondaJet is 
hopeful that soon it will have a significant change.

HoNDAjEt ElItE oN StAtIc DISplAy At bEgumpEt AIrport, HyDErAbAD; (rIgHt) SImoN roADS, vIcE prESIDENt of SAlES, HoNDAjEt.

boeing is highlighting its innovative commercial products and services at 
the show. The company’s exhibit feature its commitment to innovation, 
safety and industry partnerships in developing India’s aerospace ecosys-

tem in support of ‘Make in India’and ‘Skill India’.
 “India is one of the world’s fastest growing aviation markets and Boeing 

is honored to partner with customers and industry leaders to enhance the 
country’s aerospace sector for the last 75 years,” said Salil Gupte, President, 
Boeing India. “We look forward to the opportunity to highlight our ongoing 
investments in India that span the development of aerospace technology, 
innovation, production capacity, supply chain, aerospace skilling centres, 
manufacturing and the modernisation of airport infrastructure and airspace.”

 In addition to showcasing commercial aviation platforms such as the 
787 Dreamliner and 777X, the Boeing exhibit at B8 focuses on the company’s 
world-class services capabilities to enhance airline operations. “As India’s 
middle class expands and more consumers are able to fly, we’re seeing tre-
mendous potential for the country’s growth as a commercial aviation hub,” 
said Darren Hulst, Vice President, Commercial Marketing. “Boeing’s fuel effi-
cient and capable airplanes will enable this growth.” •

Boeing Showcases Range of commercial 
capabilities
Interactive exhibit features how Boeing and partners are making strategic investments to advance 
aerospace technology and innovation in India

boEINg 777X DEbut flIgHt  
took plAcE oN jANuAry 25, 2020
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brazil manufacturer, Embraer’s ‘King of Skies’ 
also managed to become the king in all eyes 
as the aircraft enthralled the maximum visi-

tors who gathered to get a glimpse of the aircraft 
displayed at the Wings India 2020 in Hyderabad. 
Named as the ‘Profit Hunter’, this E-195 E2 has 
been designed to magnify profit, explained Cesar 
Pereira, Vice President Asia Pacific, Embraer  
Commercial Aviation during an interaction with 
SP’s ShowNews. 

Speaking about the design of the aircraft, 
Pereira said, “E2 was our guidance for the design 
but our aim was not to just alter the engine and 
get done with it. We redesigned the entire aircraft 
with a better engine, more and comfortable seats, 
etc. to have the most efficient design for a single-
aisle aircraft.”

The aircraft gets its name from the concept 
it showcases, added Pereira. “The idea was 
to maximize the revenue but at the same time 

reduce the cost, and hence enhance the profit,” 
he said. With the marvel engineering capabili-
ties that Embraer has, this aircraft has been built 
with the lowest operating cost in the country in 
the new generation jets.

Further talking about India, Pereira added 
that it actually is the right market for this aircraft. 
“In 2019 in India, 52 per cent of flights carried 
between 90 and 150 passengers. However, here 
either there are 70 seaters or too large aircrafts. 
An aircraft like Profit Hunter, which is 146 seater 
is the appropriate one for this market. This is a 
great opportunity which is untapped till now.”

This is probably the reason that Embraer is 
very excited on displaying this state-of-the-art, 
highly comfortable aircraft at Wings India to seek 
an opportunity for more visibility for a wider audi-
ence of suppliers, passengers, media, airlines, etc.•

—Ayushee Chaudhary

Profit Hunter Captivates 
Attention @ wings India 2020
Embraer hopes to bridge the passenger capacity gap in the Indian 
market with its comfortable and cost-efficient aircraft. 

(top) EmbrAEr profIt HuNtEr E-195 E2 AIrcrAft oN StAtIc DISplAy,  
(AbovE, lEft) cESAr pErEIrA, vIcE prESIDENt ASIA pAcIfIc, EmbrAEr commErcIAl AvIAtIoN,  

(AbovE rIgHt) morE comfortAblE SEAtS of tHE AIrcrAft.
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Civil  Leasing

in general, the airline industry is capital intensive 
and the aircraft used by it are high cost and long life assets. 
Moreover, how these aircraft come to be flying with a particu-
lar airline is not always the result of a simple purchase form 
the aircraft Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The most 
common modus operandi is a sale and leaseback wherein a 
tripartite agreement between the airline that originally booked 
an aircraft with the OEM lets a leasing company buy it from the 
OEM and then the airline leases it from the leasing company. 
Payments to OEMs include options (amounts paid in advance 
to book an aircraft purchase), purchase rights, deposits and 
progress payments. While aircraft leases have been in vogue 
ever since airlines started sprouting up, engine leasing market 
started emerging only around three decades ago. At first glance, 
leasing of an engine differentiated from purchase or lease of an 
aircraft of which it is a part, appears befuddling, but there are 
financial reasons for this to happen which have evolved from 
experience over decades of commercial operations.

ENGINE LEASING
It is customary for a car or a load carrying vehicle to be designed 
to carry a single (the same) engine for its entire life; in contrast, 
an aircraft engine is a replaceable part of the aircraft which gets 
replaced several times during an airframe’s useful life, depend-
ing on aircraft type, utilisation rate, company policies, regula-
tory mandates and occasionally due to accidents/incidents. As 

aircraft down time is expensive in terms of lost revenue, airlines 
generally maintain a number of spare engines to ensure air-
craft are not grounded when engines are removed for normal 
maintenance or as a result of failure. Prior to development of 
the aircraft spare engine leasing business, airlines had to man-
age engine removals via spare engine ownership or expensive 
emergency engine leasing. Aero engine leasing is not as old as 
aircraft leasing and not long ago operators owned their engines 
including the spare ones they needed. However, as engines 
became more powerful and more technically advanced, their 
costs also skyrocketed; in addition to initial costs, their mainte-
nance costs also increased considerably. Engine leasing became 
attractive for the same reasons as aircraft leasing in a capital 
intensive, cost conscious resource milieu. When an aircraft is 
acquired by an operator, it would normally establish an engine 
life cycle management plan so as to maximise on wing time and 
reduce workshop time to the minimum. This plan aims at find-
ing a middle ground between airworthiness perspectives and 
cost saving considerations over engine life cycle.

Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leas-
ing because engines require more intensive technical manage-
ment. Since engine overhauls are one of the largest airline oper-
ating cost segments, each overhaul must be closely managed. 
Engine lessors work with airline customers to optimise the cost 
and ready availability of spare engines at short notice. Pratt & 
Whitney (P&W), a leading engine OEM has its engines mounted 

Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more 
intensive technical management

EnginE LEasing

Shannon EnginE Support LimitEd SpEciaLiSES in providing SparE EnginE LEaSE SoLutionS to cFm56 and LEap opEratorS around thE gLobE

By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

on more than 130 different aircraft types including regional air-
liners, business jets, general aviation aircraft and helicopters. 
To support this vast market and related Maintenance Repair & 
Overhaul (MRO) activities, P&W claims that it offers the largest 
engine rental and exchange pool of any engine OEM in the form 
of more than 850 engines worldwide to support its MRO activi-
ties. The other leading engine OEM is CFM International, a 50/50 
joint company formed in 1974 by Snecma (Safran) in France and 
GE in the US. Shannon Engine Support Limited (SES), a wholly-
owned subsidiary of CFM International, specialises in provid-
ing spare engine lease solutions to CFM56 and LEAP operators 
around the globe. Headquartered in Shannon, Ireland, with 
marketing offices in Beijing and Budapest, SES has a portfolio of 
over 200 CFM56 and LEAP spare engines, including CFM56-5B, 
CFM56-7B, LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B engines. SES’ 13 strategic 
pool locations give SES both the capacity and the reach to sup-
port airlines operating CFM engines worldwide. The Rolls-Royce 
& Partners Finance companies (collectively, the “RRPF Affili-
ates”) are a collection of 50 per cent owned domestic and foreign 
joint ventures with Rolls-Royce, another leading manufacturer of 
commercial aircraft jet engines. The RRPF affiliates are primar-
ily engaged in two business activities: lease financing of aircraft 
spare engines to a diverse group of commercial aircraft opera-
tors worldwide and sale-leaseback financing of aircraft spare 
engines to Rolls-Royce for use in their 
engine maintenance programmes. GE 
Engine Leasing Holdings Incorporated 
is another big name in engine leasing 
business. Besides these, there are doz-
ens of companies like Engine Lease 
Finance and Willis Lease which have 
spare engines to lease out for lease 
rentals include long term lease on the 
one end and short term ones, even on 
a daily basis, on the other. Perhaps 
the most dynamic part of the engine 
leasing market is the short term leas-
ing segment in the newer narrow body 
engine types. 

INDIAN SCENARIO
Regrettably, India produces no com-
mercial aircraft and its entire airline industry is reliant on 
import of foreign-built aircraft under lease or ownership. The 
Indian scene is dominated by lease in contrast to ownership. 
Aviation finance and leasing are not covered under any specific 
legislated Act in India, but are governed by Indian contract laws, 
Indian company laws and Indian foreign exchange regulations. 
Also, the (Indian) Aircraft Act, 1934, read with the (Indian) Air-
craft Rules, 1937 and the Civil Aviation Requirements (CARs) 
promulgated by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 
from time to time, governs important aspects of aircraft leasing 
in India. In this context, it is pertinent to point out that Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has not provisioned 
for a formal definition of the term ‘lease’ in relation to aircraft. 
This is basically because national laws governing lease contracts 
vary and the negotiating process results in individual variations 
in the terms and conditions of aircraft leases since these are 
usually tailor-made to specific situations. However, ICAO’s Man-
ual on the Regulation of International Air transport (Doc 9626), 
describes ‘aircraft leasing’ as the rental rather than purchase of 
aircraft by an aircraft operator from another operator or a non-
air operator entity. In essence, an aircraft lease is a contractual 
arrangement in which an aircraft operator (the lessee) rents an 

aircraft from either another operator or a financial institution 
(the lessor). India has ratified the 1997 Article 83bis of the Con-
vention on International Civil Aviation 1944 which was the first 
substantial amendment of the Convention and came about in 
response to industry growth and leasing trends. Under Article 
83 bis, a bilateral agreement can be signed between the avia-
tion authorities of two contracting states and that agreement 
transfers and delegates the responsibility for the regulation and 
safety oversight of an aircraft in accordance with the require-
ments of the state of registration from that state to the air trans-
port authorities in the airline’s home state. DGCA meticulously 
maintains a register of aircraft with details of aircraft type,, year 
of manufacture, full name and address of the owner or lessor 
and of the operator or lessee. The notable point is that there is 
no engine-specific register in India to record separate registra-
tion title of an engine on an aircraft, whether maintained by 
DGCA or any other registry. The certificate of registration for the 
aircraft does not include details of the engine(s) mounted on it.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Aircraft engine leasing is a highly effective and economical alter-
native even for large operators who own the majority of their 
engines as they too need leased engines in times of high unsched-
uled engine removals ( UERs), Life Limited Parts (LLP) shop vis-

its etc. The flexibility to plan removals, 
UERs, warranty issues etc, relies upon 
the use of leased assets. In reality, 
the cost of ownership versus leasing 
can make a huge financial impact on 
the operators. Although engines are 
increasingly reliable, they are complex 
and when they are removed from air-
craft for maintenance, repairs can take 
a long time to complete. Also, some 
events such as bird strike cannot be 
predicted. Spare engines are a small 
segment, around two percent, of the 
total aviation finance market. 

Digital technologies and Artifi-
cial Intelligence are helping airlines 
reduce spare engine requirements by 
accurately predicting engine removals, 

but spare engines are vital as all engine removals cannot be pre-
dicted. Although no figure can be put on the number of spare 
engines required by an airline, the generally accepted ratio is 
one for every ten in use. However, local conditions, airline finan-
cial health considerations and operational models may dictate 
variations from this thumb rule. There is tough competition 
amongst the engine leasing market players to provide more and 
more attractive and innovative options to lessees. Cost focused 
airlines are increasingly able to reduce the required number of 
dedicated spare engines and where possible, rely on the spot 
market, pooling or engine availability services. These non-
dedicated spare engine services can in theory, increase overall 
asset utilisation across the market and reduce costs for airlines. 
Another healthy trend is availability of “green time” engines; 
the term refers to older engines with limited life remaining that 
have been taken from aircraft that have been retired. These are 
offered into the market by a used parts company and very often 
they are held on the lessor’s books for very low values and it is 
possible for these lessors to offer the engines into the spot mar-
ket at attractive short-term rental and utilisation rates. In gen-
eral, the trends for the engine leasing market appear to favour 
the airlines. SP
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